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Abstract 
PC-based automatic control system is low cost, open good, easy to use, etc., so it becomes a new direction in the 
automation technology. The formulation of international standards EIC61131-3 not only normalizes the field of 
industrial control programming language, but also provides the conditions for the development of PLC technology. 
This paper introduces the theory of soft PLC, discusses the PLC software models and implementations based on the 
EIC61131-3 standard, detailed describes the principle and implementation of soft PLC operating system programs, 
designs soft PLC running system software based on industrial PC, constructs soft logic control system based on 
industrial PC. Finally, the real-time performance and reliability of the soft PLC were verified. The results show that 
the system is reliable and control effect is good. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
Soft PLC technology is a new type of control technology based on PC, compared with the traditional
PLC, which has an open architecture, powerful network communications capability and increased data 
processing capability, can meet the requirements of modern industrial automation, is a hot spot in the field 
of industrial automation at present[1,2].
The so called soft PLC, is to use a PC as the hardware support platform, use software to achieve the 
basic function of traditional PLC. PLC control functions are encapsulated in the software, running on the 
PC environment.. 
This control system provides a PLC control system of the same features, but with the advantages of the 
PC’s. According to the traditional structure of PLC, The achievement of soft PLC is divided into two parts, 
the development system and running system. Soft PLC running system is the core of the soft PLC, 
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executes the program and processes the input and output. 
This paper describes the characteristics of the traditional PLC and developing trends, and describes the 
architecture of the soft PLC, the software model. Further, according to international standard IEC61131-3 
and with reference to Siemens S7-200 instruction set, the instruction set of soft PLC running system is 
designed. Then, the architecture of soft PLC running system is introduced, the whole operating system 
was tested. The test functions show that the function of the system reached the expected requirement and 
running well. 
2. Several realization scheme of soft PLC 
At present, there are three kinds of scheme for soft PLC control system[3-6]. One is the traditional PLC 
control system. This scheme makes the PLC hardware as the hardware platform, and customizes PLC 
running system for its hardware, then solidify it in the PLC. The disadvantage of this control program is 
that the running system is customized for certain PLC manufacture, system maintenance and upgrades are 
difficult, and not open. The second control scheme is based on embedded controller. Embedded controller 
is a super-small computer system, its software platform is the embedded operating system. This control 
scheme is more suitable in a small real-time controller. The last one is a control scheme based on 
industrial PC(IPC). In this control scheme, the system’s software platform can be used WindowsNT and 
other real-time operating systems[7-9], the hardware interfaces using a common I/O card or I/O terminal 
board(or filed bus cards, and remote I/O module)[10]. Soft PLC which based on industrial PC control 
system can take full advantage of PC-rich software and hardware resources, easy to build bus control 
system and network control systems. This article will study the soft PLC which based on industrial PC 
operating system. 
3. Soft PLC realization method based on IEC61131-3 standard 
IEC61131-3 standard is the first international standard which provides standardized programming 
language for the software design of the industrial automation and control system. IEC61131-3 standard is 
based on the working of IEC work group which absorbs and references worldwide manufacturers of the 
PLC programming language and forming a new international programming languages. The software 
model which based on IEC61131-3 standard is shown below. 
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Fig. 2. Software module based on IEC61131-3 standard 
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The collocation of the PLC software model and different hardware, many kinds of actual control 
system can be build. In the design of application software, the programming design which based on 
IEC61131-3 standard follows the principles of software modular, which divides a complex project into 
several independent modules, every module divides commonly used procedures into several functional 
units, which is program, functional block and function, encapsulates these unites and constructs the base 
of programming. 
4. Realization of Soft PLC System Virtual Machine  
Soft PLC running system is the core of the whole soft PLC system, which takes charge of the 
administration of whole system, interprets the program, and exchange data with programming system. 
The construction of soft PLC running system is divided into three parts, which is: communication module, 
running core module and I/O driver module. The scheme figure of the whole construction is shown figure 
3.
The core of the running system is soft PLC running virtual machine, which interprets, organizes and 
executes the application programming. This paper mainly introduces the realization of soft PLC running 
system virtual machine. 
4.1. Operating principle and construction of virtual machine 
The essence of virtual machine is similar to the hardware of computer’s CPU, the kernel function is 
repeatedly getting value, interpreting codes and executing process, only for soft PLC, these functions are 
finished by software[11]. The realization of these functions is divided into two ways: one is based on 
register, the advantage of this method is fast instructions executing velocity, transparent process and easy 
to debug; the other is based on stack, which is suitable sustain small program, occupy few internal 
memory, and quickly call functions. Because the shortcut of the stack in calling functions, this scheme is 
adopted by this paper as designing virtual machine. 
The function module of virtual machine includes: instruction reading sub module, instruction 
analyzing sub module, logic instruction sub module, function operating instruction sub module, etc. 
4.2. Formulation of target code 
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Fig.4. The relation among target code, virtual machine and operating system 
Target code is the code which running in virtual machine. In the soft PLC which studied in this paper, 
target is a kind of binary code, which is compiled in soft PLC developing systems, and finishing control 
function by executing in soft PLC running virtual machine system. The relation of target code, virtual 
machine and operating system are shown in figure3. 
Combining IEC61131-3 standard, one PLC project’s structure levels can be divided into: 
configuration, resources, task and runtime program, etc. In the Soft PLC which realized in this paper, one 
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configuration correspond one plc system, every configuration can has several resources, the concept of 
task is described in resources. The whole system is as multithreading program, and executing several 
control task at the same time. 
The format of target code is: the file which produced in developing system is a kind of form file, which 
can describe various kinds configurations in system, compiler can also produce control algorithm which 
running a virtual machine. 
4.3. Instruction system of virtual machine 
The virtual instruction which developed in this paper includes 19 fundamental instructions, 4 function 
instructions and 3 program control instruction. The fundamental instruction includes:LD, AND, OR, 
OUT, LDN, ANDN, ORN, LDI, ORI, ANDI, OUTI, LDNI, ORNI, NOT, SET, CLEAR, ALD, OLD; 
function instruction includes: TON, TONR, TOF, COUNT; control instruction includes: SUBCALL, 
RETURN, END. 
4.4. The software design of virtual machine 
Virtual machine is a kind of imagination computer, which realized in actual processor through 
software technology. The main function of virtual machine is due to its feature which can run describing 
language of certain rule. One important character of virtual machine is that it adds a hardware abstract 
level between computer hardware and software, when transplant virtual machine into other operating 
system platform, the application programs of it are not need to change. 
According the design idea of software assembly, the whole PLC system can be divided into several 
modules which have several independent function software module, the normative interface is defined 
among modules, the compose of each software module is shown in below figure. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of soft PLC software module 
Common PC is selected as the hardware platform of whole control system, software platform is 
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WindowsXP+RTX8.0, universal I/O cards are adopted as input-output module, other cards can also be 
adopted for processing analog or digital signal, the card which used in this system is PCI-1710 card which 
manufactured by Advantech. 
The following briefly describe the main function of the virtual machine. The first is the VM_Init() 
function which is used to initialize system, its main function is used to initialize the register of virtual 
machine, construct artificial address space, read intermediate codes into this artificial address space, and 
set initial value for stack pointer, program pointer, empty timer and counter, etc. The second is function 
VM_Check() which is used to verify target code, its main function is used to verify the correctness of 
target code which is read into memory. The last is VM_Main() which is the main function of VM_Main(), 
its function is used to execute the target code. Virtual machine executes instruction from the first 
instruction of intermediate code file form, until handle the End instruction, then, virtual machine finishes 
a program executing phase of one scanning circulate. 
5. Testing of soft PLC running system 
For roundly and objectively evaluating the performance of soft PLC, you need to fully test the whole 
running system. The test of virtual machine is the main test, which includes the real-time, veracity and 
reliability of virtual machine. 
To verify the real-time of virtual machine, we tested 2000 logic instruction using oscilloscope and the 
time function which provided by system, according the flicker time of indicator light and electrical level 
changing of oscilloscope to test the executing time of this program[12]. After testing, the time which is 
used to executed 2000 logic instruction is 500 microsecond, while common PLC’s scan time is scores of 
millisecond. So virtual machine achieve the design goal in real-time. To verify the reliability of virtual 
machine, we run this system in long time, the system working reliably, and can reach the reliability 
requirement of industrial sites. 
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